Peer Tutoring with Audio Prompting
Teacher view - password protected so students can't make changes

1. Home screen
   - Peer Tutoring with Audio Prompting
     - Develop Class List
     - Develop Word Lists
     - View Progress
     - Save Student Progress

2. Develop Class List
   (Each year the teacher can input student names from the class role.)
   Would be more beneficial if we could use the child's photograph as well.

3. Develop Word Lists
   - Student Name (Selected from Class List)
   - List of high-frequency words with checkboxes
     - who
     - like
     - me
     - am
   - Teacher selects 10 "target" words for each student.

4. View Student Progress
   - Student name
     - # of peer tutoring sessions
     - # of errors made during pt
     - Total Word List
     - Teacher can save and/or email student progress.

* I would also like for this to keep track of words from previous tutoring sessions.